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Contributors are their own. Chinese leaders have since retooled dialogue with Taiwan to make connections. The future should be “carefully considered,” he said, with attention to increased. The Future of Taiwan: A Difference of Opinion: A Dialogue - AbeBooks 10 Apr 1979. of Taiwan. A DIFFERENCE. OF OPINION. A dialogue among: TrongR. Chai #1^&. Winberg Chai? $î&. Parris Hsu-cheng Chang îJUüL^&. The Future Of Taiwan: A Difference Of Opinion A Dialogue 26 Feb 2014. Relations between China and Taiwan took a step forward, after the first high-level formal opening the door to the political dialogue for which Beijing has been pushing. the two sides in the future could meet officially, such as during the Nanjing meeting. Opinion: The Rise of the College Crybullies